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为了追求声誉将不惜以更高的折价水平带领创业企业上市。自中国在 2009 年 10
月成立创业板市场以来，有风险投资支持的创业板上市公司便开始逐步暴露出类
似的问题，如在创业板上市公司的首次公开发行方面，统计数据显示，有风险投










































































































































































































Venture capital has recently been a hot issue that is widely debated in both the 
academic and practitioner literature. In addition to providing fnancing, venture 
capitalists provide other value added services to entrepreneurial firms. Therefore, 
venture capital play a critical role on the growth of entrepreneurial firms and the 
development of country. However, because of the slow growth of venture capital, 
there is a big gap in the experience and skill between China’s venture capitalists and 
foreign venture capitalists. Existing research shows that, in contrast to the more 
sophisticated venture capitalists, younger venture capitalists will bring private firms 
public at a higher underpricing. Since the foundation of China’s growth enterprise 
market from october 2009, some similar problems have been found in the venture 
capital backed companies, such as the underpricing of firms in the growth enterprise 
market, statistics show that, the underpricing of firms financed by venture-capital was 
higher than firms financed by non-venture-capital. The above phenomenon make us 
think about that what is the motivation, effect and result of venture capital in China’s 
listed companies in the growth enterprise market? 
Since the history of growth enterprise market is less than four years, the relevant 
research on venture capital in it is quite odd, and no in-depth, systematic studies have 
been conducted. Hence, considering the promoting effect of the firms in growth 
enterprise market on the technology innovation and the economy development, there 
is a great need to analysis the motivation, effect and result of venture capital in 
China’s listed companies in the growth enterprise market. Doing this may not only 
help to fill in gaps of research on this issue, but also help investors and government to 
strengthen the understanding of venture capital. 
Based on the relevant existing literature and the companies’ reality in China, this 
paper will first study the investment preference and pattern of venture capital, and 
analysis the investment motivation of venture capital; second, this paper will study the 
role of venture capital on the initial public offerings of companies in the growth 
enterprise market; third, this paper will further study whether venture capital enhance 
the strength of entrepreneurial firms; finally, this paper will study the result of venture 
capital’s exit. These four empirical studies step one by one, and explain the whole 
interaction, investment, IPO and exit, between venture capital and the companies in 


















This paper consists of eight chapters. Major contents of each chapter are outlined 
as follows: 
Chapter 1 is the introduction, which briefly introduces the research background 
and motivation, research ideas, research outline and contents, and research 
improvements and innovations. 
Chapter 2 is the literature review. In this chapter, the relevant literature about the 
motivation, effect and result of venture capital is presented. 
Chapter 3 briefly describes the institutional background of the development of 
venture capital. 
Chapter 4 empirically studies the investment preference and pattern of venture 
capital. 
Chapter 5 empirically examines the role of venture capital on the initial public 
offerings of companies in the growth enterprise market. 
Chapter 6 further analysizes whether venture capital enhance the strength of 
entrepreneurial firms. 
Chapter 7 studies the result of venture capital’s exit, including the short-run 
market reaction and the long-run change in the strength of entrepreneurial firms to the 
exit of venture capital. 
Chapter 8 concludes the paper’s research findings and policy recommendation, 
the caveats about this research, and the further research in future.  
Comparing with prior research, this paper has following major improvements 
and innovations: 
Frist, in terms of research perspective, this paper first systematicly examin the 
issue of “why invest and how to invest”, the issue of “why go public”, the issue of 
“whether help to improve the strength of entrepreneurial firms”, and the issue of 
“what is the result of exit”. These four empirical studies step one by one, and explain 
the whole interaction, investment, IPO and exit, between venture capital and the 
companies in the growth enterprise market. 
Second, in terms of research contents, this paper first study the investment 
preference and pattern of venture capital, the role of venture capital on the initial 
public offerings of companies, the venture capital’s effect on firms’ strength, and the 
venture capital’s exit effect on firms’ strength and market reaction. This research not 
only answers the question of “whether there is an effect or not” and “how to effect”, 
















therefore, this paper deeply examins the reason, mechanism and result of ventue 
capitalists’ behavior in the companies in the growth enterprise market. 
Third, in terms of variables and data, this paper first use a unique, hand collected 
dataset of venture capital from the listing prospectuses and annual reports of 
companies in the growth enterprise market to set some innovative variables: (1) as to 
the investment preference and pattern of venture capital, this paper innovatively use 
the driving distance between entrepreneurial firms and venture capitalists to represent 
the cost of principal and agent, use the hand collected investment price in each round 
to represent the value of entrepreneurial firms, use the affiliation variable to capture 
the relationship between the underwriter and the venture capitalists, use the snum 
variable to capture the number of venture capitalists that in the same interest, and use 
the time from first investment of venture capitalists to the listing date to dynamicly 
study the characteristic of stage financing;(2) as to the role of venture capital on the 
initial public offerings of companies, this paper first examin the effect of equity 
percent of managers sent by venture capitalists on the underpricing, and study the 
dynamic effect of venture capitalists in the long run;(3) as to the role of venture 
capital on entrepreneurial firms, this paper first use operating strength, financial 
strength and tax strength to study the effect of venture capitalists on the strength of 
entrepreneurial firms. 
Fourth, in terms of empirical methods, this paper innovatively use probit 
regression to study the syndicated investment and stage financing, and use the 
heckman method of panel data regression and switching regression to study whether 
venture capitalists can enhance the strength of entrepreneurial firms. 
The main conclusions of this paper are presented as follows: 
First, as to the investment preference and pattern of venture capital, this paper 
finds that: (1) in terms of investment preference, venture capital prefer entrepreneurial 
companies that are nearby and have financial strength; (2) in terms of investment 
pattern of group, when the entrepreneurial companies that venture capital preferred 
are nearby, or when the venture capital has experience of IPO at the same time, or 
when the underwriters are venture capital’s parent companies or financial consultants, 
then the probability of venture capital firms’ syndicate is higher; (3) in terms of stage 
financing by some venture capital firm, the longer it takes a entrepreneurial company 
to IPO, or the farther distance between venture capital firm and entrepreneurial 


















capital’s repetitive investment; (4) compared to the venture capital firm in the first 
round, new venture capital firm in the second round are more younger, but the offer 
price and the investment are much higher, and the equity percent are much lower, 
which means if younger venture capital firms want to take a free ride they should pay 
more. 
Second, as to the role of venture capital in China’s listed companies in the GEM, 
the empirical results show that the main role of venture capital in China’s listed 
companies in the growth enterprise market is not certification but grandstanding. 
specifically, this paper finds that: (1) venture capital backing results in significantly 
higher underpricing which is consistent with the grandstanding hypothesis; (2) the 
more number of venture capitalists backing the issuing firms, the lower underpricing 
of these firms get, which means that the number of venture capitalists will decrease 
the venture capitalists’ motivation of grandstanding; (3) if venture capitalists have 
fewer IPOs experience, then the companies they backed may have higher 
underpricing, which suggesting that when venture capitalists do not have any IPOs 
experience, they may eager to use higher underpricing to grandstanding, and once 
they have got IPOs experience, then there is no need to underprice the following IPOs; 
(4) The higher equity percent of companies’ manager sent by venture capitalists, or 
the more number of companies’ manager sent by venture capitalists, the lower 
companies’ underpricing, which means that the better value-created service provided 
by venture capitalists, the more information asymmetry reduced, and the higher 
success probability and lower cost of IPOs; (5) In the long run, the underpricing of 
companies first backed by venture capitalists was higher than the underpricing of 
companies backed by venture capitalists thereafter, and there is no difference between 
the the underpricing of companies second backed by venture capitalists and the 
underpricing of companies backed by venture capitalists thereafter, which further 
shows that when venture capitalists do not have any IPOs experience, they may eager 
to use higher underpricing to grandstanding, and once they have got IPOs experience, 
then there is no need to underprice the following IPOs. 
Third, as to the issue of whether venture capital enhance the strength of 
entrepreneurial firms, this paper finds that: (1) Before receiving funding, frms fnanced 
by venture capital have better strength than frms that do not obtain venture capital, 
indicating that venture capitalists prefer to invest firms that have excellent strength 
















post-investment stage, the strength of venture-capital-backed frms becomes stronger, 
and is better than that of non-venture-capital-backed frms, suggesting that venture 
capitalists actively monitor their investments and improve the performance and 
effciency of frms they fund in the short run; (3) At the late of post-investment stage, 
the strength of venture-capital-backed frms decrease, and is worse than that of 
non-venture-capital-backed frms, suggesting that the enhanced strength promoted by 
venture capitalists is not sustainable. In all, even though this paper finds that venture 
capitalists can effectively screen frms prior to funding and enhance the firms’ strength 
at first, but that strength can not sustain and may be the venture capitalists’ elaborate 
preparation for the future exit. 
Fourth, as to the result of venture capital’s exit, this paper finds that: (1) venture 
capitalists earn significantly positive abnormal return by selling the shares they hold, 
whereas the investors get the negative abnormal return; (2) venture capitalists’ trading 
increase the volatility and risk of stock price; (3) subsequent to venture capitalists’ 
selling, the operating strength of venture-capital-backed frms slightly increase, but is 
worse than that of non-venture-capital-backed frms; (4) before and after the selling of 
venture capitalists, the operating strength of venture-capital-backed frms have the 
same trend as asset turnover, but is different from that of the profitability of revenue. 
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